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Introduction
Nowadays migration is talked about as a 'wave' or a 'tsunami', using a metaphorical frame of NATURAL DISASTERS (CHARTERIS-BLACK, 2004; MUSSOLF, 2011; HART, 2015) . Another frame used is WAR, for instance people talk about an 'invasion' according to which the migrants are those who occupy a new space -they are portrayed as 'invaders'. The way through which the media represents refugees and migrants plays an important role in the reception and The goal of this study is to map how the situation of refuge and migration is represented metaphorically on the Brazilian media in the case of JOHNSON, 2003) found in the data has been performed, focusing on verbal metaphors.
Metaphors and metaphorical frames
We assume that by using metaphorical frames the media discourse can contribute to the construction of a determined discursive representation of a certain social group. We intend to investigate which frames The whole idea of refugees and migrants trying to cross the borders and enter a territory as Europe presupposes a security metaphor (SECURITY AS CONTAINMENT), it also presupposes that EUROPE/ AMERICA IS A CONTAINER and that Europe should secure its borders. Mussolf (2011) explains that in the debate on immigration in general, specially in western countries, it is common to find the idea of migration as a natural disaster (the image of the 'wave' and the 'tsunami'), as an invasion of enemies, i.e. a metaphorical framing of WAR, an epidemic or the dissemination of parasites that spread diseases.
Therefore, it is not surprising that such metaphorical frames occur in the media in several languages (cf.
GRUBER, in print).
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Results and corpus analysis
Results with the search of REFUG* Mapping: REFUGEES ARE GOODS (7) Mediterranean. "If this is your idea of Europe, stay (FSP-26-06-2015d) 12 As mentioned above, the fact that migration and refuge are described in terms of a wave and a stream reveals a force, which has no volition and is unidirectional, driving it, usually into a container which is, in this case, the country.
On the other hand, crisis is employed literally in the experiential domain of DISEASE (HOUIASS, 2001, p. 872 Paulo, as a phenomenon with negative polarity which has some specific characteristics: it has its own driving force gearing it and it cannot be stopped.
Final remarks
The goal of this study was to give a contribution to the field of metaphor studies from a Brazilian June 2015 we gather some evidence that migration and refuge are described in terms of GOODS, NATURAL DISASTER, and migrants are described as represented by these discourses.
